Dynamics of water in strawberry and red onion as studied by dielectric spectroscopy.
We have investigated the microscopic dynamics of strawberry and red onion by means of broadband dielectric spectroscopy. In contrast to most of the previous experiments on carbohydrate-rich biological materials, which have mainly considered the more global dynamics of the "biological matrix," we are here focusing on the microscopic dynamics of mainly the associated water. The results for both strawberry and red onion show that the imaginary part of the permittivity contains one conductivity term and a clear dielectric loss peak, which was found to be similar to the strongest relaxation process of water in carbohydrate solutions. The temperature dependence of the relaxation process was analyzed for different water content. The relaxation process slows down, and its temperature dependence becomes more non-Arrhenius, with decreasing water content. The reason for this is most likely that, on average, the water molecules interact more strongly with carbohydrates and other biological materials at low water content, and the dynamical properties of this biological matrix changes substantially with increasing temperature (from an almost rigid matrix where the water is basically unable to perform long-range diffusion due to confinement effects, to a dynamic matrix with no static confinement effects), which also changes (i.e., reduces) the activation energy of the relaxation process with increasing temperature (i.e., causes a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence). This further changes the conductivity from mainly polarization effects at low temperatures, due to hindered ionic motions, to long-range diffusivity at T>250 K . Thus, around this temperature ions in the carbohydrate solution no longer get stuck in confined cavities, since the motion of the biological matrix "opens up" the cavities and the ions are then able to perform long-range migration.